In this article, we introduce a new lifetime model which exhibits the increasing, the decreasing and the bathtub hazard rates. The considerable justification for the practicality of the new lifetime model is depended on the wider use of the exponentiated Weibull and Weibull lifetime models. The new lifetime model can be viewed as a mixture of the exponentiated Weibull distribution. It can also be viewed as an appropriate model for fitting the right skewed, the symmetric, the left skewed and the unimodal data. We prove empirically the importance and flexibility of the new model in modeling two types of lifetime data.
Introduction
A random variable (r.v.) Z is said to have the exponentiated Weibull (E-W) distribution if its probability density function (PDF) given by 
respectively. To this end, by using equations (1), (2) and (3) to obtain the three-parameter OLEW density (5) . A r.v.
X is said to have the OLEW distribution if its PDF and CDF are given by ( ) 
respectively. The PDF of X in (5) can be easily expressed as  The CDF of X can be given by integrating (7) as
is PDF of E-W model with positive parameters ( )
and .
 For more details about the OL-G family see Silva et al. (2017) . For more information about the E-W model see Mudholkar and Srivastava (1993) and Nadarajah and Kotz (2006).
Graphical presentation and justification
From Figure 1 we conclude that the PDF OLEW model exhibits various important shapes, from Figure 2 we conclude that the hrf OLEW distribution exhibits the increasing, the decreasing and the bathtub hazard rates. The major justification for the practicality of the OLEW lifetime model is based on the wider and enormous use of the E-W and W lifetime models. We are also motivated to introduce the OLEW lifetime model since it exhibits the increasing, the decreasing as 1 1 We can examine the last two Equations to determine the local maximums and minimums and inflexion points via most computer algebra systems. 
Statistical Properties

Quantile functions
is the Lambert W function of the real argument ( )( ) ( ) The skewness of the new distribution can range in the interval (3.0, 13.29), whereas the kurtosis of the new distribution varies only in the interval (16.24, 342.27 ) also the mean of X increases as a decreases, the skewness is always positive (see Table 1 below). Kurtosis and skewness decreases as a decreases. where ( , ) B  is the beta function. Substituting (5) and (6) 
Order statistics
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Moment of Residual and Reversed Residual Life (MRL & MRRL)
The th n MRL is given by
The n th MRRL is given by 
1, , , 
( ) 2 log 2 log 1 log log 1 log 3 log 1 1 log 
, are given as 
Data modeling
In this section, we provide four applications of the OLEW distribution to demonstrate empirically its significance, we consider the Cramér-von-Mises ( Figures 4, 6, 8, and 10 . the total time test (TTT) (see Aarset (1987) ) are displayed in Figures 3, 5 Figure 3 gives the TTT plot for the data set I. From Figure 3 , we note that the HRF of data set I is increasing. Table 1 proves that the OLEW distribution yields the lowest values of * W and * A , hence he OLEW distribution provides the best fit to the two data sets 
Application 2:
Cancer patient data This data set represents the remission times (in months) of a random sample of 128 bladder cancer patients as reported in Lee and Wang (2003 Figure 5 gives the TTT plot for the data set II. From Figure 5 , we note that the HRF of data set II is unimodal. Based on the figures in Figure 7 gives the TTT plot for the data set III. From Figure 7 , we note that the HRF of data set III is increasing. Based on the figures in Table 3 we conclude that the proposed model is much better than the OW-W, WLog-W, GaE-E models, and a good alternative to these models in modeling survival times of Guinea pigs. Figure 9 gives the TTT plot for the data set IV. From Figure 9 , we note that the HRF of data set IV is increasing. Table 4 we conclude that the proposed model is much better than the E-W, T-W, OLL-W models, and a good alternative to these models in modeling glass fibres data.
Concluding remarks
In this article, we introduce and study a new three-parameter lifetime model called the Odd Lindley exponentiated Weibull (OLEW) model. The fundamental justification for the practicality of the OLEW lifetime model is established on the broad use of the Weibull and exponentiated Weibull models. We are also motivated to introduce the OLEW lifetime model since it exhibits increasing, decreasing and bathtub hazard rates. The new model can be viewed as a mixture of the E-W distribution. It can also be considered as a suitable model for fitting the symmetric, left skewed, right skewed, and unimodal data. We prove empirically the importance and flexibility of the new model in modeling four types of lifetime data, the new model provides adequate fits as compared to other Weibull models with small values for * W and * A . The OLEW lifetime model is a superior on the Burr X Exponentiated-Weibull, the Marshall Olkin extended-Weibull, the Poisson Topp Leone-Weibull, the Kumaraswamy-Weibull, the Gamma-Weibull, the Transmuted modified-Weibull, the Weibull-Fréchet, the Beta-Weibull, the McdonaldWeibull, the transmuted exponentiated generalized-Weibull, the Kumaraswamy transmuted-Weibull, and the Modified beta-Weibull models so the OLEW model is a good substitutional to these models in modeling the aircraft windshield data. The OLEW lifetime model is much better than the Mcdonald-Weibull, the transmuted linear exponential, the Weibull, the transmuted modified-Weibull, the Modified beta-Weibull, the transmuted additive-Weibull, the exponentiated transmuted generalized Rayleigh models in modeling cancer patient data. In modeling the survival times of Guinea pig's data, we deduced that the proposed model is much better than the Odd Weibull-Weibull, the Weibull Logarithmic-Weibull and the gamma exponentiated-exponential models. Finally, the OLEW model is a preferable model than the exponentiated-Weibull, the
